Introduction {#s1}
============

Genetic diversity is the fuel for the adaptation of species to the environmental challenges and one of the main control variables to be assessed within the planetary boundaries framework ([@B38]). Conservation of genetic diversity is also one of the main objectives for guaranteeing the long-term survival of species or breeds at risk of extinction ([@B18]; [@B1]; [@B33]). Genetic diversity is generally assessed by means of neutral molecular markers in population genetics and conservation biology studies ([@B40]; [@B25]; [@B1]), and it is usually measured by the expected heterozygosity under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium ([@B32]) and by the number of alleles per locus for multiallelic markers or allelic diversity. These two measures of genetic diversity are complementary because whereas the former is directly related to genetic variance for quantitative traits and, therefore, to the short-term response to selection and adaptation for these traits ([@B14]), the latter is more sensitive to population bottlenecks ([@B28]; [@B26]), being thus useful to monitor them, and relates more strongly to the long-term response to natural and artificial selection ([@B22]; [@B21]; [@B47]; [@B29]; [@B8]; [@B43]). In the case of structured populations, subpopulation differentiation is traditionally measured through differences in gene frequency of alleles ([@B48]), but alternative ways to measure it based on allelic diversity have also been proposed ([@B35]; [@B23]; [@B9]; [@B24]).

The consensus criterion for the maintenance of genetic diversity in conservation and animal breeding programs is the maximization of expected heterozygosity, which is equivalent to the minimization of mean weighted coancestry ([@B41]; [@B2]; [@B30]) and implies the maximization of effective population size ([@B10], [@B11]). However, allelic diversity has also been proposed to establish conservation priorities ([@B4]; [@B35]; [@B15]; [@B37]; [@B9]; [@B29]; [@B24]; [@B36]; [@B49]), and there is an increasing number of methods and computer tools developed to estimate and predict allelic richness ([@B5]; [@B39]; [@B3]) and to retain the largest allelic diversity in conservation programs ([@B15]; [@B45]; [@B27]). Microsatellite analysis has also revealed that allelic richness is a better proxy for genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) diversity than expected heterozygosity ([@B17]). In addition, it has been argued that the number of allelic variants after a bottleneck might be the main factor responsible for the response to long-term selection and selection limits (p. 289) ([@B1]). In fact, [@B43] showed through experimental studies and simulation analyses that the long-term adaptive potential of a population is better indicated by allelic diversity than by expected heterozygosity.

Conservation programs can be aimed at maximizing either expected heterozygosity or allelic diversity. [@B15] compared these two alternative strategies for a single undivided population. In a set of simulations, populations were maintained over generations by choosing the parents' contributions to progeny that maximize the expected heterozygosity for multiallelic genetic markers. In another set, contributions were sought to maximize the number of marker alleles in the progeny. The results showed that each maximization method was, as would be expected, more efficient in maintaining each corresponding diversity measure. However, maximization of heterozygosity was able to maintain levels of allelic diversity almost as high as the method specifically devoted to that task. The explanation was that maximization of heterozygosity leads marker alleles toward intermediate frequencies because the maximal heterozygosity occurs when alleles are at equal frequencies. Thus, by spreading rare alleles to intermediate frequencies, their chances of loss by genetic drift are reduced. A method specifically focused on keeping allelic diversity was effective in doing so but some rare alleles were maintained at low frequencies, being more likely to be eventually lost.

The results from [@B15] were carried out in the context of a single undivided population. Most populations, however, in nature and in conservation programs (zoos, germplasm collections, botanic gardens, etc.) are subdivided. As suggested by preliminary analyses, the outcomes of maximizing expected heterozygosity or allelic diversity could be very different in subdivided populations ([@B27]). Thus, a question arises as to which of these methods is more efficient in maintaining genetic diversity while controlling inbreeding in structured populations. Here, we address this issue by performing simulations of a subdivided population and a conservation program where maximization of heterozygosity and allelic diversity are carried out for two sets of genetic markers, one representing a small number of known loci where diversity should be preserved and another aimed to perform whole-genome management. Because of the increasing availability of genotyping and sequencing projects, we focus on haplotypic combinations of SNPs as the marker of choice for future conservation strategies.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Simulations were carried out in two steps. In the first, individual-based forward simulations were run to generate a subdivided population ([**Figure 1**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). An ancestral large population of 4,000 individuals was first run for 5,000 generations to build sufficient neutral genetic variation under a mutation-drift equilibrium. From this large base population, five subpopulations were founded, one of size *N* = 2,000 and four of size *N* = 100 individuals, to obtain different degrees of variation within subpopulations, which were maintained independently for 25 generations of random mating. The software SLiM 3 ([@B20]) was used as a forward genomic simulator in this first step. All simulations involved a sequence of 10 Kb with mutation rate of 5 × 10^-5^ per nucleotide and generation and a recombination rate of 10^-6^ between consecutive nucleotides in the formation of gametes. These mutation and recombination rate values were chosen to obtain a sufficiently high number and density of polymorphic loci within the simulated sequence. Additional simulations were also performed assuming a recombination rate one order of magnitude higher. Random mating of parents under the assumption of neutrality was implemented.

![Scheme of the evolutionary history of the simulated subdivided population to be used as a base for a conservation program. One ancestral population of large size (*N* = 4,000 diploid individuals) was first maintained for a long period of time to reach mutation-drift equilibrium. From this ancestral population, five subpopulations (with constant population sizes as shown in the figure) were founded and maintained independently for 25 generations. These subpopulations were thereafter maintained with 40 individuals each and subjected to a conservation program aimed at maximizing either expected heterozygosity or allelic diversity of neutral markers, with some migration allowed between subpopulations.](fgene-10-00843-g001){#f1}

The second step of the study was the conservation management of the structured population created from the previous simulation. From each of the five subpopulations, a sample of *N* = 40 individuals (20 of each sex) was obtained and maintained with that size under a common conservation scheme based on maximization of either expected heterozygosity or allelic diversity for 25 generations with controlled migration between subpopulations. Marker loci to be used for analysis and management were assumed to be haplotypes of groups of five consecutive SNPs, such that the different haplotypic combinations of SNPs per locus were considered as different alleles, providing a maximum of 32 per locus. The total number of available loci was about 2,000, but the number of segregating loci available for analysis at the start of the conservation management process was approximately 1,200.

For conservation management, we used the software Metapop2 ([@B27]), which provides in each generation the optimal mating crosses and contributions from parents to the next generation as well as the number and specific migrants across subpopulations to maximize either heterozygosity or allelic diversity with a control in the number of migrations. With this program, total heterozygosity (*H* *~T~*) is partitioned, following [@B32], in the average expected heterozygosity within subpopulations assuming Hardy-Weinberg proportions (*H* *~S~*) and the average Nei's minimum genetic distance between subpopulations, averaged over all possible pairs of subpopulations (*D* *~G~*). In an analogous way, allelic diversity is partitioned, following [@B9], in a within- and between-subpopulation component of variation. The within-subpopulation component is the average number of alleles segregating in the subpopulations minus one (*A* *~S~*). The between-subpopulation component (*D* *~A~*) is calculated as the number of alleles present in a subpopulation and absent in other when subpopulations are compared in pairs and averaged over all possible pairs of subpopulations. Total allelic diversity is then defined as *A* *~T~* = *A* *~S~* + *D* *~A~* and represents the total number of alleles present in a given pair of subpopulations, averaged for all possible pairs.

The Metapop2 software performs an optimization of contributions of parents to progeny and migrations between subpopulations with the dynamic method of [@B16] to maximize diversity. Maximization of total expected heterozygosity (maxH~T~) or total allelic diversity (maxA~T~) is obtained by maximizing the functions *H* *~T~* = *D* *~G~* + *λH* *~S~* and *A* *~T~* = *D* *~A~* + *λA* *~S~*, respectively, where *λ* is the desired weight given to the within-subpopulation component. In addition, the program also maximizes the total allelic number in the whole population (maxK) by managing contributions from parents to progeny and migrations so that the global probability of alleles' losses in the progeny is minimized ([@B42]; [@B15]). Note that maxK pursues a maximization of the total number of alleles in the population without regard to the distribution of these across subpopulations. Because a maximum number of alleles in the whole population would be obtained with a maximum differentiation between subpopulations, maxK is expected to lead to such a situation. Maximization of *A* *~T~*, in contrast, implies a control on the distribution of the alleles maintained across subpopulations particularly if different weights are given to the within- and between-subpopulation components of diversity. Thus, alleles can be conserved uniformly distributed, leading to a reduction in the differentiation between subpopulations, or variably distributed across subpopulations, leading to an increase in the differentiation ([@B27]). At one extreme, each allele of a locus could be maintained in a different subpopulation. At the other, all different alleles for a locus could be maintained simultaneously in all subpopulations.

Management was run assuming two different objectives: (1) Conservation of diversity for a particular set of loci for which one locus every 100 in the genome was used for management and genetic variation was measured directly on that set of loci. This refers to a scenario in which a few known loci or genomic regions of particular interest have to be managed, for example, for loci that are known to have an effect on a particular trait of interest, such as those affecting a productive trait, the immune system, and so on. (2) Conservation of diversity in the whole genome for which one locus every 10 was used for management and the results were analyzed for all genomic loci. This is a situation where a number of markers are used for conserving overall genetic diversity. For this latter case, we used a modification of the software Metapop2 ([@B27]). With the assumed simulated sequence length and recombination rates, the density of markers would be in the range between 1,200 and 12,000 per Morgan, thus implying a high marker density in prevision of the increasing availability of dense SNP chips for more and more species. In the management period, it was assumed that there was no recombination within loci (*i.e.,* between SNPs of a particular haplotype) and recombination was free between them, which are reasonable assumptions given the short number of SNPs per locus and the scarcity of loci used along the sequence.

The optimization was carried out for 25 generations generally assuming a value of *λ* = 1, thus giving the same weight to within- and between-subpopulation components. However, other values of *λ* were also considered, including those for which all weight is given to between-subpopulation diversity (ခ*λ* = 0), all weight is given to within-subpopulation diversity (␭*λ* = 1000), and *λ* = 0.5, a value suggested to maximize the total genetic variance of a hypothetical quantitative trait ([@B7]). A maximum possible number of migrants of one per subpopulation and generation were assumed, a typical rule of thumb suggested to maintain a considerable differentiation between subpopulations but avoiding an excessive increase in inbreeding ([@B31]). In all cases, 10 replicates of the base population were simulated and, for each of them, 10 different sampling events and management processes were run. In every generation, the average values over replicates of expected heterozygosity measures (*H* *~T~*, *H* *~S~* and *D* *~G~*), allelic diversity measures (*A* *~T~*, *A* *~S~*, *D* *~A~* and *K*), and the observed marker homozygosity of all individuals in the subpopulations (to which we will refer to as molecular inbreeding, *F*, and which includes homozygotes identical by descent and identical in state) were obtained from the 12 managed markers for the scenario aimed at conserving diversity for a specific set of loci and from the whole sequence in the scenario aimed at conserving diversity for the whole genome.

Results {#s3}
=======

Three optimization methods were compared (maxH~T~, maxA~T~, and maxK), aimed at maximizing global heterozygosity *H* *~T~*, global allelic diversity *A* *~T~*, and the total number of alleles *K*, respectively. The evolution of these parameters and their within- and between-subpopulation components are shown in [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [**3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"} when the same weight is given to within- and between-subpopulation diversity (*λ* = 1). As expected, no management (RND; black dotted lines) led to a generalized loss of genetic diversity and to an increase in molecular inbreeding whereas any of the specific management methods increased diversity or restrained its loss through generations. The relative performance of the different optimization methods was very similar for scenarios aiming at the conservation of diversity for either a particular set of loci ([**Figure 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) or the whole genome ([**Figure 3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we describe them simultaneously.

![Changes in different diversity parameters over generations (*t*) in a subdivided population subjected to three optimization methods, maxH~T~ (blue line), maxA~T~ (green line), and maxK (red line), and an unmanaged control (RND, dotted black line). Optimization was made for a particular set of loci (12 multiallelic single-nucleotide polymorphism haplotype markers). In the case of maxH~T~ and maxA~T~, a between-population weighting factor of *λ* = 1 (*i.e*.*,* equal weight for within- and between-subpopulation components of diversity) was assumed. One migrant per subpopulation and generation was considered in the optimizations. Statistics measured in the managed markers: total heterozygosity (*H* *~T~*) and its within- and between-subpopulation components (*H* *~S~* and *D* *~G~*); total allelic diversity (*A* *~T~*) and its within- and between-subpopulation components (*A* *~S~* and *D* *~A~*); total number of alleles in the population (*K*); average coefficient of molecular inbreeding of individuals (*F*); number of pairing mates involved in the different procedures (nMates); variance of the contribution from female parents to progeny (varContFem); variance of allelic frequencies with loci (VarFreq); and variance of the number of migrants per subpopulation (VarMigrants). Standard errors for means are lower than 0.01 (allelic measures), 0.001 (heterozygosity measures), and 0.002 (*F*).](fgene-10-00843-g002){#f2}

![Changes in different diversity parameters over generations (*t*) in a subdivided population subjected to three optimization methods, maxH~T~ (blue line), maxA~T~ (green line), and maxK (red line), and an unmanaged control (RND, dotted black line). Optimization was made for 120 multiallelic (single-nucleotide polymorphism haplotype) markers, but statistics were calculated for the whole simulated genome. Simulation characteristics and statistics as in [**Figure 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Standard errors for means are lower than 0.01 (allelic measures), 0.001 (heterozygosity measures), and 0.002 (*F*).](fgene-10-00843-g003){#f3}

As expected, each maximization method maintained higher levels of the corresponding measure of diversity. Thus, maxH~T~ (blue lines) was the best method, preserving *H* *~T~* in the global population by means of an initial increase in the diversity between subpopulations (*D* *~G~*) while keeping or slightly decreasing that within subpopulations (*H* *~S~*). Method maxA~T~ (green lines) produced the largest *A* *~T~* by increasing or keeping a high diversity within subpopulations (*A* *~S~*) and decreasing that between subpopulations (*D* *~A~*). Finally, maxK (red lines) maintained the largest number of alleles segregating in the whole population (*K*), although maxA~T~ maintained only a little less or about the same number of alleles.

The molecular inbreeding coefficient (*F*) was better restrained by maxA~T~, whereas maxK produced the highest molecular inbreeding levels, close to those yielded by RND. Method maxA~T~ was also the optimizing method making a wider use of the individuals available for mating (nMates) and produced the lowest variance of contributions from females to progeny (VarContFem), thus approaching the equalization of contributions from parents to progeny. Method maxH~T~ produced the highest variance of contributions from females to the progeny in the initial generations.

As already observed in previous studies, maxH~T~ tends to equalize allele frequencies within loci to reach the maximum possible heterozygosity. This can be seen as a reduction in the variance of allelic frequencies within loci (VarFreq). Method maxK was producing the largest variation in allelic frequencies.

All management methods involved an average number of one migrant per generation and subpopulation. However, there were differences in the variance of the number of migrants per subpopulation depending on the generations and methods (see graphs VarMigrants in [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [**3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The highest variation occurred in the initial generations when differences in diversity between subpopulations were larger. Most migrations in these initial generations occurred from the first subpopulation (that with the largest ancestral size; [**Figure 1**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) to the others (not shown). Method maxA~T~ was the optimizing procedure with the lowest variation in subpopulation migrations.

[**Figure 4**](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the results corresponding to the scenario of conservation of diversity for a particular set of loci (the same as in [**Figure 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) for a range of values of the weight (ခ*λ*) given to the within-subpopulation component. Method maxK and no management (RND) obviously were unaffected by the different weighting. Method maxH~T~ maintained the highest *H* *~T~* for all *λ* values. This was attained by increasing *D* *~G~* when all weight is given to the between-subpopulation component (ခ*λ* = 0) at the expense of decreasing the within-subpopulation component *H* *~S~*, or by increasing *H* *~S~* when all weight is given to the within-subpopulation component (ခ*λ* = 1,000) at the expense of decreasing the between-subpopulation component *D* *~G~*. Method maxA~T~ preserved better *A* *~T~* when some substantial weight was given to the within-subpopulation component (*i.e.,* λ ≥ 0.5). If all weight is given to the within-subpopulation component (ခ*λ* = 1,000), maxH~T~ would produce the lowest molecular inbreeding (*F*), as expected, but the number of alleles maintained would be lower than those obtained by the allelic optimization methods. For intermediate values of *λ* (0.5 or 1), maxA~T~ seems to be the most robust method, producing the lowest inbreeding and a number of alleles almost as large as that maintained by maxK, although giving lower *H* *~T~* than that of maxH~T~.

![Changes in different diversity parameters over generations (*t*) in a subdivided population subjected to three optimization methods, maxH~T~ (blue line), maxA~T~ (green line), and maxK (red line), and an unmanaged control (RND, dotted black line). Optimization was made for a particular set of loci (12 multiallelic single-nucleotide polymorphism haplotype markers). In the case of maxH~T~ and maxA~T~, different between-population weighting factors (ခ*λ*) were assumed. One migrant per subpopulation and generation was considered in the optimizations. Statistics refer to the managed markers: total heterozygosity (*H* *~T~*) and its within- and between-subpopulation components (*H* *~S~* and *D* *~G~*); total allelic diversity (*A* *~T~*) and its within- and between-subpopulation components (*A* *~S~* and *D* *~A~*); total number of alleles in the population (*K*); and average coefficient of molecular inbreeding of individuals (*F*). Standard errors for means are lower than 0.01 (allelic measures), 0.001 (heterozygosity measures), and 0.002 (*F*).](fgene-10-00843-g004){#f4}

Additional simulations regarding alternative parameter settings with respect to those considered above are given as Supplementary figures. First, the results shown in [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}--[**4**](#f4){ref-type="fig"} involved an average of one migrant per generation and subpopulation in the management period. [**Supplementary Figure S1**](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} presents results analogous to those of [**Figure 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"} but including a lower (0.4) and a higher (2) average number of migrations per subpopulation and generation, showing that the main results basically hold. Finally, [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}--[**4**](#f4){ref-type="fig"} refer to simulations with a recombination rate between nucleotides of *c* = 10^--6^. [**Supplementary Figures S2**](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [**S3**](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show results analogous to those of [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [**3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"} but considering a recombination rate one order of magnitude larger (*c* = 10^--5^). The results are, in general terms, also similar to those obtained before.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Preservation of genetic diversity is one of the main objectives of conservation programs ([@B18]; [@B1]; [@B33]). Because many threatened species have fragmented habitats and many populations maintained in captivity are structured, conservation methods should consider population subdivision and focus on a global management, including possible migrations among subpopulations, rather than being restricted to local efforts ([@B18], Chap. 17). In addition, in the absence of genealogical data, molecular markers are used to analyze population diversity and make conservation designs regarding genetic objectives ([@B6]; [@B19]). Here we have addressed the question of which marker diversity parameters should be better considered for making conservation management decisions in a subdivided population. For multiallelic markers (such as microsatellite loci) or biallelic ones (such as SNPs) that can be analyzed as multiallelic ones if considering multi-SNP haplotypes (*e.g.,* [@B50]), decisions can be taken on expected heterozygosity or allelic diversity measures. We have investigated the outcome of a subdivided population maintained with different optimization procedures aimed at maximizing heterozygosity or allelic diversity. Each method was successful in maintaining the diversity measure aimed at, but they showed remarkable differences on how much of the rest of diversity parameters are conserved, the distribution patterns of diversity within and between populations, and the level of molecular inbreeding (homozygosity). The results confirm some preliminary runs carried out by [@B27] to illustrate the use of the software Metapop2 with multiallelic markers. Thus, allelic diversity methods, in particular maxA~T~, can be recommended as the method of choice because it maintains a high allelic richness in the population (uniformly distributed across subpopulations) and controls inbreeding rather efficiently.

We considered two scenarios regarding the number of markers to be managed. One in which a specific set of loci is the target for conservation, as it could apply, for example, to specific loci of interest, such as those related to the immune system. In this case, because management is carried out on the specific loci of interest, the management methods are very effective in increasing genetic diversity ([**Figure 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Another scenario has the objective of preserving the whole genomic diversity by using a restricted number of markers. In this case, the management methods are obviously less effective ([**Figure 3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and the degree of success will depend on the number of markers considered and the genetic structure of the species. We used a relatively high density of markers and, in this situation, the methods were rather effective in conserving genetic diversity for the whole sequence. However, it is expected that the availability of only a low number of markers will be less effective in achieving proper management of the whole genome.

It has been suggested that the number of alleles relates more strongly to the long-term capacity of populations to adapt to changing environments ([@B22]; [@B21]; [@B47]; [@B29]). [@B8] showed, through computer simulations, that the long-term adaptive potential of a subdivided population subject to natural selection relates more strongly to allelic diversity. [@B43] performed an experiment with *Drosophila melanogaster* in which synthetic populations were built from a group of subpopulations by maximizing either the heterozygosity or the total number of alleles for nine microsatellite loci. Artificial selection for sternopleural bristle number during eight generations showed that the response to selection was larger (for both upward and downward number of bristles) for synthetic populations obtained by maximizing the number of marker alleles than for those obtained by maximizing marker heterozygosity. In addition, it has been observed in *Arabidopsis halleri* that genome-wide SNP diversity does not show a significant correlation with microsatellite heterozygosity based on 20 markers but is significantly correlated with microsatellite allelic richness ([@B17]). These results thus suggest that maximization of allelic diversity can be a more desirable conservation strategy than maximization of expected heterozygosity of multiallelic markers regarding the maintenance of the adaptive potential of populations. On the other hand, inbreeding must also be avoided because of the negative effects associated to inbreeding depression ([@B12]). Method maxA~T~ seems to accomplish both objectives.

Maximizing global heterozygosity is achieved by leading genes to intermediate allele frequencies ([@B15]). In fact, maximizing heterozygosity is equivalent to maximizing the effective number of alleles, that is, the number of alleles per locus if all had the same frequency ([@B13]). We checked this by performing simulations where a global optimization is made on the total effective number of alleles in the population, finding results identical to those for maxH~T~ with *λ* = 1. In a single undivided population, this tendency for equalizing allelic frequencies within each locus has the advantage of leading rare alleles to intermediate frequencies and thus also avoiding their loss. Thus, in undivided populations, maxH~T~ can be the most appropriate method to be carried out for conserving both a high heterozygosity and a high number of alleles ([@B15]). In subdivided populations, maxH~T~ also implies a reduction in the variance of allelic frequencies within loci (VarFreq in [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [**3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), but maximization of global heterozygosity is made at the cost of an increase of homozygosity (and thus inbreeding) in each subpopulation, at least in the short term, and a substantial loss of alleles (*F* and *K*, respectively, in [**Figures 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [**3**](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Only if all weight in the optimization is given to within-subpopulation variation, maxH~T~ would make the best control of molecular inbreeding (ခ*λ* = 1,000 in [**Figure 4**](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the overall number of alleles maintained would still be lower than that maintained by the allelic diversity optimization methods (*K* in [**Figure 4**](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

Regarding allelic diversity procedures, we have compared the allelic diversity partition suggested by [@B9] (maxA~T~) with a method aimed at maintaining the overall number of alleles in the population (maxK). Although the former can be used to control the distribution of allelic variants within and between subpopulations, the second is applied without such a control. A notable different outcome is observed with each method. Method maxK maximizes, as expected, the total number of alleles in the whole population, but alleles are distributed variably across subpopulations, as indicated by a high value of *D* *~A~*. In contrast, maxA~T~ maintains almost as many alleles as maxK in the whole population but keeps them more homogeneously distributed over subpopulations, as indicated by a low value of *D* *~A~*. In conservation programs of structured populations, the objective may be to maintain reservoirs of variation such that there is little overlap between different subpopulations, for example, when there are local adaptations and a risk of outbreeding depression, in which case, a method such as maxK could be more appropriate. However, the loss of a subpopulation implies, in this case, the irreversible loss of allelic variation. If, on the contrary, allelic diversity is maintained uniformly in all subpopulations, as achieved by maxA~T~ (and, to some extent, by maxH~T~), the loss of a subpopulation does not imply a loss of allelic diversity because each subpopulation would provide a backup for the others. In a recent article, [@B36] have proposed to use the statistic *A* *~T~* to prioritize different European cattle breeds for conservation.

[@B34] have argued that the partition of allelic diversity proposed by [@B9] does not meet two properties. First, that the partition of within- and between-subpopulation components is not orthogonal because both components are not independent. Second, that it does not meet concavity, which means that diversity cannot decrease when a subpopulation is added or increase when a subpopulation is dropped. The lack of these supposedly desirable properties also affects Nei's heterozygosity partition because both partitions follow the same approach. The lack of orthogonality of Nei's partition has also been discussed by [@B23] (but see also [@B46]; [@B44]). [@B34] recommended a definition of allelic diversity that relies mostly on the presence of private alleles, that is, a subpopulation only contributes to the total allelic diversity if it carries unique alleles in the population. Thus, if the subpopulations have no private alleles, their contribution to global allelic diversity is null and, in that scenario, the distribution of the allelic variants across subpopulations is irrelevant. In that sense, method maxK, whose objective is to maximize the total number of allelic variants in the whole population, would be consistent with that view of managing allelic diversity. Our results, in fact, show that maxK maximizes the total number of alleles, but maxA~T~ produces almost the same outcome in terms of total allelic number with the desirable addition of a better control of inbreeding.

In summary, our results suggest that maxA~T~, the maximization of the total allelic diversity (*A* *~T~*) following [@B9], which represents the total number of alleles present in a given pair of subpopulations averaged for all possible pairs, could be recommended as a standard management method for conservation programs of structured populations on the basis that it is efficient in preserving allelic diversity, within-subpopulation variation, and restraining inbreeding, thus guaranteeing the capacity of adaptation to short- and long-term environmental challenges.
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